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Women’s 
C h a p t e r

The inauguration ceremony 
of the third committee of 
the Women’s Chapter was 

successfully held on 17 September 
2016. Since the establishment of 
the Chapter by Dr Ava KWONG 
in November 2008, all female 
members and fellows of the College 
of Surgeons of Hong Kong would 
automatically become members 
of the Chapter. To date, the 
Women’s Chapter has organised 
a wide range of activities, from 
barbeque gatherings, arts and 
craft workshops, beauty forums, 
photography workshops, to 
investment and jewelry talks, 
wine tasting events and hiking 
challenges; the activities were 

highly popular amongst members 
and obtained a high number of 
subscriptions. 

With Dr Ava KWONG being the 
founder and Dr Ada NG being 
the immediate past chairlady, 
I have been involved in many 
past activities organised by the 
Women’s Chapter. As the Chapter 
has matured over the past few 
years, it gives me much confidence 
about taking up the position as the 
chairlady and continuing to fulfill 
its mission. I am grateful for our 
group of enthusiastic and creative 
committee, and with their support 
our first event – the Bonsai 
workshop – was held (and fully-
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subscribed!) on 29 October 2016, and 
every participant was able to bring 
home a lasting masterpiece. 

The medical career used to be a male-
dominant profession and the number 
of female medical students back in 
the early 80’s only accounted for 
around 15-30% of the total number 
of graduates. With the increasing 
number of female medical students 
(current male to female medical 
student ratio is around 1:1.1), more 
female doctors will be drawn 
towards the surgical specialty. When 
the Women’s Chapter was first 
established in 2008, there were 177 
female fellows with the College, but 
the number has rapidly risen to 211 in 
2016. It is justifiable that the female 
members of the College deserve an 
individual chapter of their own. 

Surgery is definitely a challenging 
and unique profession due to its 
unpredictability, long hours and 
demand for physical as well as mental 
competence.  On the other hand, the 
rewarding feeling of accomplishing 
a difficult operation and the heart-
pounding experience provides the 
impetus for us to thrive on Surgery.  
Making a fine balance between 
parenthood and commitment to 
patient care is always a challenge for 
working moms, and it could only get 
harder when your spouse is working 
in the same field.  Time management, 
reliance on modern technology such 
as Facetime, and most importantly a 
supportive husband (emoji) did help 
me to go over many obstacles at home 
and at work.

Our current committee will 
explore into the possibility 
of organising activities 
of various interests, such 
as public services, to 
extend our aim to unite 
and strengthen all female 
surgeons. As our mission 
statement suggests, through 
our activities, we will 
continue to promote surgery 

as a career for women and enhance 
professional advancement amongst 
female surgeons. The mentorship 
programme jointly organised by the 
Women’s Chapter and Young fellow’s 
chapter aim to provide a channel for 
interested medical students to gain a 
better understanding of the surgical 
career. We also aim to facilitate social, 
clinical and academic interactions 
amongst women surgeons and to 
encourage a balanced lifestyle so 
that women will be able to excel in a 
surgical career and yet can still enjoy 
a good family life.

Surgery is a lifelong career and it is 
never easy regardless of gender. For 
girls, it is even tougher to maintain a 
balance between work and family, but 
many of us facing the same situation 
do manage to find a solution. The 
rewarding experience from operating 
is exclusive, and if it is what you have 
always been seeking, nothing should 
stop you from going for your dream.

Dr Lorraine CHOW and her family
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